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Systems/Circuits

Congruent Visual Speech Enhances Cortical Entrainment to
Continuous Auditory Speech in Noise-Free Conditions
AQ: au
AQ: or

Michael J. Crosse,1,2 X John S. Butler,1,2 and Edmund C. Lalor1,2,3
1

School of Engineering, 2Trinity Centre for Bioengineering, and 3Trinity College Institute of Neuroscience, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin 2, Ireland

Congruent audiovisual speech enhances our ability to comprehend a speaker, even in noise-free conditions. When incongruent auditory
and visual information is presented concurrently, it can hinder a listener’s perception and even cause him or her to perceive information
that was not presented in either modality. Efforts to investigate the neural basis of these effects have often focused on the special case of
discrete audiovisual syllables that are spatially and temporally congruent, with less work done on the case of natural, continuous speech.
Recent electrophysiological studies have demonstrated that cortical response measures to continuous auditory speech can be easily
obtained using multivariate analysis methods. Here, we apply such methods to the case of audiovisual speech and, importantly, present
a novel framework for indexing multisensory integration in the context of continuous speech. Specifically, we examine how the temporal
and contextual congruency of ongoing audiovisual speech affects the cortical encoding of the speech envelope in humans using electroencephalography. We demonstrate that the cortical representation of the speech envelope is enhanced by the presentation of congruent
audiovisual speech in noise-free conditions. Furthermore, we show that this is likely attributable to the contribution of neural generators
that are not particularly active during unimodal stimulation and that it is most prominent at the temporal scale corresponding to syllabic
rate (2– 6 Hz). Finally, our data suggest that neural entrainment to the speech envelope is inhibited when the auditory and visual streams
are incongruent both temporally and contextually.
Key words: audiovisual speech; EEG; multisensory integration; stimulus reconstruction; temporal coherence; temporal response
function

Significance Statement
Seeing a speaker’s face as he or she talks can greatly help in understanding what the speaker is saying. This is because the speaker’s
facial movements relay information about what the speaker is saying, but also, importantly, when the speaker is saying it. Studying
how the brain uses this timing relationship to combine information from continuous auditory and visual speech has traditionally
been methodologically difficult. Here we introduce a new approach for doing this using relatively inexpensive and noninvasive
scalp recordings. Specifically, we show that the brain’s representation of auditory speech is enhanced when the accompanying
visual speech signal shares the same timing. Furthermore, we show that this enhancement is most pronounced at a time scale that
corresponds to mean syllable length.

Introduction
Fn1

During natural, everyday conversation, we routinely process
speech using both our auditory and visual systems. The benefit of
viewing a speaker’s articulatory movements for speech compreReceived May 12, 2015; revised Aug. 12, 2015; accepted Sept. 8, 2015.
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hension has been well documented and has been characterized in
terms of two specific modes of audiovisual (AV) information:
“complementary” and “correlated” (Summerfield, 1987; Campbell, 2008). Visual speech assumes a complementary role when
it is required to compensate for underspecified auditory speech, enhancing perception, e.g., in adverse hearing conditions
(Sumby and Pollack, 1954; Ross et al., 2007a) and in people with
impaired hearing (Grant et al., 1998). It assumes a correlated role
when there is redundancy between the information provided by
vision and audition, e.g., in optimal listening conditions where it
has been shown to benefit people with normal hearing (Reisberg
et al., 1987). Specifically, in the latter case, enhanced perception is
possible because the visible articulators that determine the vocal
resonances, such as the lips, teeth, and tongue, as well as ancillary
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movements, such as facial, head, and hand movements, are temporally correlated with the vocalized acoustic signal (Summerfield, 1992; Grant and Seitz, 2000; Jiang and Bernstein, 2011).
However, relatively little research has explicitly examined how
the temporal correlation between auditory and visual speech affects the neural processing of continuous AV speech.
Electroencephalographic (EEG) and magnetoencephalographic (MEG) studies have demonstrated that auditory cortical
activity entrains to the temporal envelope of speech (Ahissar et
al., 2001; Abrams et al., 2008; Lalor and Foxe, 2010). Although
many studies have examined the effects of attention on envelope
tracking (Ding and Simon, 2012; Power et al., 2012; Sheedy et al.,
2014), less work has examined how this process may be influenced by visual speech [but see Zion Golumbic et al. (2013) and
Luo et al. (2010)]. Traditionally, EEG/MEG studies have focused
on how the brain responds to discrete AV stimuli such as syllables
(Sams et al., 1991; Möttönen et al., 2002), an approach that is
limited in what it can say about the role of the temporal correlation between continuous auditory and visual speech. Indeed,
many EEG/MEG studies have reported interesting cross-modal
interaction effects on cortical response measures, even when the
discrete stimuli were phonetically incongruent (Klucharev et al.,
2003; van Wassenhove et al., 2005; Stekelenburg and Vroomen,
2007; Arnal et al., 2009). This is unsurprising, given that particular combinations of incongruent AV syllables elicit illusory percepts when presented concurrently (McGurk and MacDonald,
1976). It has been suggested (Campbell, 2008) that because such
discrete incongruent stimuli are spatially and temporally coherent and coextensive, this may act as a cue to their integration.
Here, we used natural, continuous speech stimuli, allowing us
to examine how electroencephalography entrains to temporally
and contextually congruent and incongruent AV speech. Specifically, we hypothesize that the benefits of congruent AV speech
will be detectable in noise-free conditions and indexed by enhanced envelope tracking. We also implement several follow-up
experiments to answer the following research questions: (1) Is a
dynamic human face sufficient to enhance envelope tracking,
even when it is temporally incongruent? (2) Does contextually
incongruent information, such as conflicting gender, modulate
envelope tracking differently? (3) Is any dynamic visual stimulus
sufficient to enhance envelope tracking, even if it does not comprise a human face? (4) Conversely, does a static human face
enhance the tracking of a dynamic auditory input?
To obtain a direct measure of envelope tracking, we reconstructed an estimate of the speech envelope from the EEG data
and compared it with the original envelope (Rieke et al., 1995;
Mesgarani et al., 2009). One of the main goals of this study was to
establish a framework for quantifying multisensory interactions
using this stimulus reconstruction approach. Within this framework, we also investigated how our measures of multisensory
interaction varied across different temporal scales with a view to
elucidating whether the effects were more prominent at any particular level of speech processing (i.e., phonemic, syllabic, word,
prosodic; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012).

Materials and Methods
Participants. Twenty-one native English speakers (eight females; age
range, 19 –37 years) participated in the experiment. Written informed
consent was obtained from each participant beforehand. All participants
were right-handed, were free of neurological diseases, had self-reported
normal hearing, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The
experiment was undertaken in accordance with the Declaration of Hel-

Table 1. Experimental conditions and stimulus content
Stimuli
Condition

Audio

Video

A
V
AVc
AVi
AVif
AVin
AVsf

Male speaker
None
Male speaker
Male speaker
Male speaker
Male speaker
Male speaker

Black screen with gray fixation crosshair
Male speaker
Congruent male speaker
Incongruent male speaker
Incongruent female speakera
Wildlife scenes with fixation crosshair
Still image of male speaker’s face

a

A different female speaker was used in each of the 15 trials to prevent association with the male speaker’s voice.

sinki and was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Health Sciences
Faculty at Trinity College Dublin, Ireland.
Stimuli and procedure. The speech stimuli were drawn from a collection of videos featuring a trained male speaker. The videos consisted of
the speaker’s head, shoulders, and chest, centered in the frame. Speech
was directed at the camera, and the speaker used frequent, but natural,
hand movements. There was no background movement or noise. The
speech was conversational-like and continuous, with no prolonged
pauses between sentences. The linguistic content centered on political
policy, and the language was colloquial American English. Fifteen 60 s
videos were rendered into 1280 ⫻ 720 pixel movies in VideoPad Video
Editor (NCH Software). Each video had a frame rate of 30 frames per
second, and the soundtracks were sampled at 48 kHz with 16-bit resolution. Dynamic range compression was applied to each soundtrack in
Audacity audio editor such that lower intensities of the speech signal
could be amplified. Compression was applied at a ratio of 10:1 above a
threshold of ⫺60 dB. The signal was only amplified above a noise
floor of ⫺45 dB, which prevented the gain increasing during pauses
and unduly amplifying breathing sounds. The intensity of each
soundtrack, measured by root mean square, was normalized in MATLAB
(MathWorks).
To test the main hypothesis of the study and the four follow-up questions posed in the Introduction, we dubbed the same 15 soundtracks to
five different kinds of visual stimuli. (1) Congruent audiovisual stimuli
(AVc) were created by redubbing each soundtrack to its original video,
i.e., A1V1, A2V2, etc. Unimodal versions were also produced as a control,
i.e., audio-only stimuli (A) and visual-only stimuli (V). (2) To examine
the role of temporal congruency, incongruent audiovisual stimuli (AVi)
were created by mismatching the same 15 soundtracks and videos, i.e.,
A1V2, A2V3, etc. (3) To examine the role of contextual congruency, the
soundtracks were dubbed to videos of incongruent female speakers
(AVif). The female speakers were centered in the frame (head, shoulders,
and chest), and their speech was directed at the camera. (4) To examine
the impact of a dynamic (nonhuman) visual stimulus, incongruent nature stimuli (AVin) were created by dubbing the speech soundtracks
to wildlife documentaries. (5) To examine the role of human-specific
visual features, the soundtracks were dubbed to still images of the male
speaker’s static face (AVsf). For a summary of all the stimuli used in the
T1,
experiment, please refer to Table 1.
Stimulus presentation and data recording took place in a dark sound- AQ:A
attenuated room with participants seated at a distance of 70 cm from the
visual display. Visual stimuli were presented on a 19 inch CRT monitor
operating at a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Audio stimuli were presented diotically through Sennheiser HD650 headphones at a comfortable level of
⬃65 dB. Stimulus presentation was controlled using Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems). Each of the 15 speech passages was
presented seven times, each time as part of a different experimental condition (Table 1). Presentation order was randomized across conditions,
within participants. Participants were instructed to fixate on either the
speaker’s mouth (V, AVc, AVi, AVif, AVsf) or a gray crosshair (A, AVin)
and to minimize eye blinking and all other motor activity during
recording.
To encourage active engagement with the content of the speech, participants were required to respond to target words via button press. Before each trial, a target word was displayed on the monitor until the
participant was ready to begin. All target words were detectable in the
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auditory modality except during the V condition, where they were only
visually detectable. Hits were counted for responses that were made 200 –
2000 ms after the onset of auditory voicing, and feedback was given at the
end of each trial. A target word could occur between one and three times
in a given 60 s trial, and there were exactly 30 targets in total per condition. A different set of target words was used for each condition to avoid
familiarity, and assignment of target words to the seven conditions was
counterbalanced across participants.
Behavioral data analysis. Participants’ performance on the target detection task was examined for multisensory effects. Specifically, we examined whether reaction times (RTs) were facilitated by congruent
bimodal speech (AVc) compared with unimodal speech (A, V), an effect
known as a redundant signals effect (RSE). An RSE does not necessarily
imply multisensory interaction unless it violates the race model (Raab,
1962). The race model predicts that the RT in response to a bimodal
stimulus is determined by the faster of the two unimodal processes. Violation of the race model was examined using the following inequality
(Miller, 1982):

FAVc共t兲 ⱕ FA共t兲 ⫹ FV共t兲, t ⬎ 0,

(1)

where FAVc, FA, and FV are the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
based on the RTs of the AVc, A, and V conditions, respectively. CDFs
were generated for each participant and condition, divided into nine
quantiles (0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9) and group averaged (Ulrich et al., 2007).
EEG acquisition and preprocessing. Continuous EEG data were acquired using an ActiveTwo system (BioSemi) from 128 scalp electrodes
and two mastoid electrodes. The data were low-pass filtered on-line below 134 Hz and digitized at a rate of 512 Hz. Triggers indicating the start
of each trial were recorded along with the electroencephalography. These
triggers were sent by an Arduino Uno microcontroller, which detected an
audio click at the start of each soundtrack by sampling the headphone
output from the PC. Subsequent preprocessing was conducted off-line in
MATLAB; the data were bandpass filtered between 0.3 and 30 Hz, downsampled to 64 Hz, and rereferenced to the average of the mastoid chan-

R⫽

冤

r 1 共  max ⫹ 1兲
··
·
r1 共T兲
0
0
··
·
0

rN共max ⫹ 1兲
··
·
...
r N 共T兲
...
0
...
0
··
·
...
0

...

r1 共max兲
··
·
r1 共T ⫺ 1兲
r1 共T兲
0
··
·
0

...
...
...
...
...

The time lags  ranged from 0 to 500 ms after stimulus, i.e., max ⫽ 32
samples. A constant term was included in the regression model by concatenating 128 columns of ones to the left of R. The regularization term in
Eq. 3 was used to prevent overfitting to noise along the low-variance
dimensions where  was the ridge parameter and I was the identity
matrix.
The regression analysis was performed using a custom-built toolbox in
MATLAB (mTRF Toolbox, version 1.2; http://www.mee.tcd.ie/lalorlab/
resources.html). Leave-one-out cross-validation was used to reconstruct
an estimate of each of the 15 stimuli per condition. Reconstruction accuracy was measured by calculating the correlation coefficient between
the estimated and original speech envelopes. To optimize performance
within each condition, we conducted a parameter search (over the range
2 14, 2 15 ,…, 2 21) for the  value that maximized the correlation between
ŝ(t) and s(t). To prevent overfitting,  was tuned to the value that gave the
highest mean reconstruction accuracy across the 15 trials.
Quantifying multisensory interactions. Our decision to include all 128
channels of electroencephalography in the reconstruction analysis is justified because irrelevant filter channels can maintain zero weight while
allowing the model to capture additional variance (Pasley et al., 2012).
However, this multichannel approach required us to apply different criteria when quantifying multisensory interactions in the congruent and

nels. To identify channels with excessive noise, the time series were
visually inspected in Cartool (brainmapping.unige.ch/cartool), and the
SD of each channel was compared with that of the surrounding channels
in MATLAB. Channels contaminated by noise were recalculated by
spline-interpolating the surrounding clean channels in EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004).
Because our aim was to examine how visual information affects the
neural tracking of auditory speech, the stimuli were characterized using
the broadband envelope of the acoustic signal (Rosen, 1992). To model
the input to the auditory system, the stimuli were first bandpass filtered
into 128 logarithmically spaced frequency bands between 100 and 6500
Hz using a gammatone filterbank. The uppermost and lowermost filter
limits captured the first, second, and third formant spectral regions of the
speech signals, known to carry the acoustic information that correlates
most with visual speech features (Grant and Seitz, 2000; Chandrasekaran
et al., 2009). The envelope at each of the 128 frequency bands was calculated using a Hilbert transform, and the broadband envelope was obtained by averaging over the 128 narrowband envelopes.
Stimulus reconstruction. To determine how faithfully the cortical activity tracked the speech envelope during each condition, we measured the
accuracy with which we could reconstruct the envelope from the EEG
data. Suppose the EEG response at electrode n and at time t ⫽ 1 . . . T is
represented as rn(t) and the stimulus envelope as s(t). The reconstruction
filter, gn(), represents the linear mapping from rn(t ⫹ ) to s(t) at time
lag  and can be expressed as follows:

ŝ 共 t 兲 ⫽

冘冘
n



r n共t ⫹ 兲 gn共兲,

(2)

where ŝ(t) is the estimated stimulus envelope. Here, the entire filter,
g, was obtained for all 128 electrodes simultaneously using ridge regression, written in matrix form as follows:

g ⫽ 共 R TR ⫹ I兲⫺1 RTs,

(3)

where R is the lagged time series of the EEG data and can be defined as
follows:

rN共max兲
··
·
rN共T ⫺ 1兲
rN共T兲
0
··
·
0

...
...
...
...
...

r1 共1兲
··
·
r1 共T ⫺ max兲
r1 共T ⫺ max ⫹ 1兲
r1 共T ⫺ max ⫹ 2兲
··
·
r1 共T兲

...
...
...
...

rN共1兲
··
·
rN共T ⫺ max兲
rN共T ⫺ max ⫹ 1兲
rN共T ⫺ max ⫹ 2兲
··
·
rN共T兲

冥

.

(4)

incongruent AV conditions. For the incongruent AV conditions (AVi,
AVif, AVin, AVsf), a maximum model approach was applied, i.e., each
multisensory condition was compared with the optimal unisensory (A)
condition. This was fair because the incongruent visual stimuli were not
temporally correlated with the speech envelope; therefore, information
encoded by the visual system in occipital channels did not benefit reconstruction of the envelope. However, this was not true for the congruent
AV condition (AVc), where the dynamics of the visual stimulus were
highly correlated with those of the speech envelope. This would allow the
AVc model to infer complementary information from correlated visual
speech processing as reflected on parieto-occipital channels (Luo et al.,
2010; Bernstein and Liebenthal, 2014), even without ever explicitly quantifying those visual features in the model fitting. Previous work has attempted to circumvent this bias by restricting the analysis to only the
frontal electrodes (O’Sullivan et al., 2013). However, this approach significantly compounds model performance and, in any case, would not
guarantee that the AVc condition was unbiased as volume conduction
could still result in visual cortical activity being reflected in frontal
channels.
Instead, we examined multisensory interactions in the AVc condition
using the additive model criterion (Stein and Meredith, 1993). The rationale here is that multisensory interactions can be inferred from
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differences between cortical responses to multisensory stimuli and the summation of unisensory responses [i.e., AVc ⫺ (A ⫹ V)]. The
validity of the additive model for the purpose
of indexing multisensory integration in electrophysiological studies is well established
(Besle et al., 2004a). The following procedure
was used to apply the additive model approach
to our stimulus reconstruction analysis. (1)
New A and V reconstruction filters were calculated using the A and V data sets, respectively
(A ⫽ 2 14, 2 15,…, 2 20; V ⫽ 2 14, 2 15,…, 2 34).
(2) We calculated the algebraic sum of the A
and V filters (A⫹V) for every combination of 
values. (3) Critically, each additive model was Figure 1. Examination of behavior under the race model. A, Mean (n ⫽ 21) reaction times for the AVc (green), A (blue), and V
then assessed using the EEG data from the AVc (red) conditions. Error bars indicate SEM across participants. Brackets indicate pairwise statistical comparisons (*p ⬍ 0.05; ***p ⬍
condition; this ensured that the model could 0.001). B, Group-average (n ⫽ 18) cumulative distribution functions based on the reaction times shown in A. The dashed black
decode the envelope from channels that en- trace represents the facilitation predicted by the race model (A⫹V).
coded both auditory and visual information.
(4) A grid search was conducted to find the
comparisons were conducted using two-tailed (paired) t tests, except
combination of  values that maximized reconstruction accuracy across
where one-tailed tests were necessary. Multiple pairwise comparisons
the 15 stimuli. The difference between the AVc and A⫹V models was
were corrected for using the Holm–Bonferroni method. All numerical
quantified in terms of how accurately each of them could reconstruct the
values are reported as mean ⫾ SD.
speech envelopes from the AVc data using leave-one-out crossvalidation. We interpreted such differences as an index of multisensory
Results
interaction.
Behavior
Temporal response function estimation. To visualize the temporal proTwenty-one participants performed a target detection task durfile of the neural response to the different stimuli, we calculated the
ing EEG recording. To examine whether the detection of auditory
temporal response function (TRF) at every channel. A TRF can be intertargets was affected by the visual stimulus, we compared the repreted as a filter, w, that describes the brain’s linear transformation of the
action times and hit rates across the five AV conditions (AVc,
speech envelope to the continuous neural response at each channel locaAVi, AVif, AVin, AVsf). The visual stimulus had a significant
tion. Unlike the stimulus reconstruction approach, it is not a multivariate
effect on RT (F(4,80) ⫽ 3.13, p ⫽ 0.02) but not on hit rate, which
regression but represents multiple univariate mappings between stimulus and electroencephalography. TRF model parameters are neurophysiwas near ceiling (median, ⬎92%;  2(4) ⫽ 7.49, p ⫽ 0.11, Friedologically interpretable, i.e., nonzero weights are only observed at
man test). To test for an RSE, planned post hoc comparisons were
channels where cortical activity is related to stimulus encoding (Haufe et
made between the congruent AV condition (AVc) and the
al., 2014). This allows for examination of the amplitude, latency, and
unimodal conditions (A, V; Fig. 1A). RTs for the AVc condition F1
scalp topography of the stimulus– electroencephalography relationship,
(586 ⫾ 92 ms) were significantly faster than those for both the A
complementing the stimulus reconstruction approach. For each 60 s
condition (620 ⫾ 88 ms; t(20) ⫽ 2.74, p ⫽ 0.01) and the V conditrial, the TRFs were calculated at time lags between ⫺100 and 400 ms as
tion (819 ⫾ 136 ms; t(20) ⫽ 7.9, p ⫽ 1.4 ⫻ 10 ⫺7), confirming an
follows:

w ⫽ 共 S TS ⫹ M兲⫺1 STr,

AQ: C

(5)

where S is the lagged time series of the stimulus envelope and r is the EEG
response data. The regularization term, M, used to prevent overfitting
also preserved component amplitude by penalizing the quadratic term.
The ridge parameter, , was empirically chosen to maintain component
amplitude [see Lalor and Foxe (2010) for further details].
Multidimensional scaling. In an effort to visualize any potentially interpretable differences between the various reconstruction models, we
applied nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) to the model channel weights. MDS has been applied to electrophysiological data in previous studies to demonstrate the dissimilarity of neural responses elicited
to different phonemes (Chang et al., 2010; Di Liberto et al., 2015). Given
a set of objects, MDS works by embedding each object in a multidimensional space such that distances between objects produce an empirical
matrix of dissimilarities. Here, the objects are the different stimulus conditions, and the dissimilarities are the standardized Euclidean distances
between the filter weights. To capture maximal model variance across the
scalp, weight vectors from all 128 channels were concatenated and group
averaged. To determine how many dimensions would be maximally required to explain model variance, Kruskall stress was measured as a
function of dimensions (Kruskal and Wish, 1978). Two dimensions were
sufficient to meet the criteria, i.e., stress ⬍0.1.
Statistical analyses. Any effects of condition on behavior or EEG measures were established using one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs,
except where otherwise stated. Where sphericity was violated, the
Greenhouse–Geisser-corrected degrees of freedom are reported. Post hoc

RSE. To test whether this RSE exceeded the statistical facilitation
predicted by the race model, we compared the bimodal CDFs
with the sum of the unimodal CDFs (Fig. 1B). Three participants
were excluded from this analysis as they did not detect enough
targets in the V condition to allow estimation of the CDF. The
race model was violated by ⬎50% of participants at the first two
quantiles, but the effect was not significant (first quantile: t(17) ⫽
0.01, p ⫽ 0.5; second quantile: t(17) ⫽ 0.16, p ⫽ 0.56; one-tailed
tests). This is likely attributable to the nature of our task involving, as it did, an easy auditory detection task and much more
difficult visual detection (lipreading) task. As such, RTs in the
AVc condition were likely dominated by reaction to the auditory
stimulus with minimal contribution from the visual modality.
None of the incongruent AV conditions (AVi, AVif, AVin, AVsf)
showed behavioral differences relative to the A condition or each
other.

Impact of AV congruency on envelope tracking
To investigate the impact of AV congruency on the cortical representation of speech, we reconstructed an estimate of the speech
envelope from the EEG data for each condition (Fig. 2A). Critically, we found that the envelope was encoded more accurately by
congruent AV speech (AVc; Pearson’s r ⫽ 0.2 ⫾ 0.05) than could
be explained by our additive model (A⫹V; 0.18 ⫾ 0.04; t(20) ⫽
3.84, p ⫽ 0.001; Fig. 2B). This suggests that, even in optimal
listening conditions, congruent visual speech enhances neural

F2
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Recently, Ding and Simon (2013)
demonstrated that the accuracy with
which the envelope can be reconstructed
from MEG data is highly correlated with
stimulus intelligibility across participants.
This could only be demonstrated at a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) where intelligibility scores were at an intermediate
level, i.e., ⬃50%. In our study, the V condition was the only one where hit rate was
not at ceiling (36.8 ⫾ 18.1%). Under the
assumption that hit rate is also reflective
of intelligibility, we calculated the correlation coefficient between each participant’s mean reconstruction accuracy and
hit rate using the V data (Fig. 2C). We
found that this measure of behavior was
significantly correlated with reconstruction accuracy across participants (r ⫽ 0.7,
p ⫽ 6.6 ⫻ 10 ⫺4). Participant 13 was excluded from this analysis as an outlier as
the participant reported an inability to detect any targets during the V condition
(Fig. 2C, ⫻ marker).
Multisensory interaction effects as a
Figure 2. Reconstruction of the speech envelope from electroencephalography. A, Examples of the original speech envelope function of temporal scale
(gray) with the group-average neural reconstruction (black) superimposed. Signals were filtered below 3 Hz for visualization. The It has been suggested that AV speech permean correlation coefficient between the original and reconstructed envelopes (i.e., reconstruction accuracy) is shown to the right. ception includes the neuronal integration
B, Mean (n ⫽ 21) reconstruction accuracy for all eight models in ascending order. Error bars indicate SEM across participants. of temporally fine-grained correlations
Dashed lines indicate planned post hoc subgroups, and brackets indicate pairwise statistical comparisons (*p ⬍ 0.05; **p ⬍ 0.01). between the auditory and visual speech
The shaded area represents the 95th percentile of chance-level reconstruction accuracy (permutation test). C, Correlation (n ⫽ 20) stimuli, even at the phonetic level (Grant
between reconstruction accuracy and hit rate using visual speech data. Each data point represents a participant’s mean value, and and Seitz, 2000; Klucharev et al., 2003). In
the ⫻ marker indicates the participant that was excluded from the analysis. The gray line represents a linear fit to the data.
contrast, other work has suggested that, at
least in some detection paradigms, neurotracking of the acoustic envelope in line with our primary
nal integration at this detailed level of granularity is not necessary
hypothesis.
(Tjan et al., 2014). We attempted to elucidate whether our multisensory effects [i.e., AVc ⬎ (A ⫹ V)] may be occurring on the
As discussed above, quantifying multisensory interactions in
time scale of phonemes, syllables, words, or sentences. To do this,
the incongruent AV conditions (AVi, AVif, AVin, AVsf) simply
we calculated the correlation coefficient between the reconinvolved direct comparisons with the A condition. Across these
structed and original envelopes at every 2-Hz-wide frequency
five conditions, there was a significant effect of visual stimulus on
band between 0 and 30 Hz. Figure 3A shows reconstruction acreconstruction accuracy (F(2,40.3) ⫽ 11.84, p ⫽ 8.8 ⫻ 10 ⫺5; Fig.
curacy as a function of frequency for the AVc and A⫹V models,
2B). However, post hoc comparisons revealed that envelope tracking was not enhanced by incongruent AV speech relative to
whereas Figure 3B shows the multisensory interaction effect
[AV ⫺ (A ⫹ V)] at each frequency band. Significant multisensory
unimodal speech. This suggests that the neural mechanism uneffects were measured at 2– 4 Hz (t(20) ⫽ 4.74, p ⫽ 1.3 ⫻ 10 ⫺4)
derlying enhanced envelope tracking in the case of congruent AV
and 4 – 6 Hz (t(20) ⫽ 4.1, p ⫽ 5.6 ⫻ 10 ⫺4). This suggests that
speech relies on discrete, phasic interactions as opposed to an
neural tracking of the acoustic envelope is enhanced by congruongoing, tonic process; in other words, it is likely that the tement visual speech at a temporal scale that corresponds to the rate
poral coherence between auditory and visual speech is of paraof syllables. There was also a significant effect at 16 –18 Hz (t(20) ⫽
mount importance to this multisensory enhancement. Although
3.8, p ⫽ 0.001), although this finding is less compelling given the
we did not find an enhancement effect, we did find that envelope
low reconstruction SNR at this frequency range.
tracking was actually inhibited by incongruent AV speech, but
A related question is whether we can ascertain which temporal
only when the visual stimulus was incongruent both temporally
scales are optimal for reconstructing the acoustic envelope from
and contextually. Relative to the A condition (0.17 ⫾ 0.05), envisual speech data. Addressing this issue is not entirely straightvelope tracking was significantly inhibited by the presentation of
forward because there are many visual speech features at different
an incongruent female speaker (AVif; 0.15 ⫾ 0.05; t(20) ⫽ 3.3, p ⫽
0.004) and incongruent nature scenes (AVin; 0.16 ⫾ 0.05; t(20) ⫽
levels of temporal granularity that correlate with the acoustic
2.3, p ⫽ 0.03). Unsurprisingly, envelope tracking was worst in the
envelope (Jiang et al., 2002; Chandrasekaran et al., 2009; Jiang
and Bernstein, 2011). In the stimulus reconstruction approach,
V condition (0.13 ⫾ 0.04); however, it maintained accuracy sigthe model reflects not only activity from auditory cortex that
nificantly above the 95th percentile of chance level (Fig. 2B,
shaded area). This demonstrates the efficacy of the stimulus retracks the dynamics of the acoustic envelope, but also activity
construction method to infer temporally correlated information
from potentially any visual area whose activity is correlated with
pertaining to one sensory modality from another.
the acoustic envelope and reflected in the electroencephalogra-
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Figure 3. Reconstruction of the speech envelope from electroencephalography at different
temporal scales. A, Mean (n ⫽ 21) reconstruction accuracy as a function of envelope frequency
for the AVc (blue) and A⫹V (green) models. B, Multisensory interaction effect [AVc ⫺ (A ⫹ V)]
at each frequency band (*p ⬍ 0.05, t tests, Holm–Bonferroni corrected). C, Mean (n ⫽ 21)
reconstruction accuracy as a function of envelope frequency for the A (blue) and V (green)
models. D, Differences in unimodal model performance (A ⫺ V) at each frequency band (*p ⬍
0.05, t tests, Holm–Bonferroni corrected).

phy (Luo et al., 2010). Indeed, the reconstruction model can also
indirectly index activity in brain areas whose activity is correlated
with the acoustic envelope, even if that activity is not reflected
directly in the data (Mesgarani et al., 2009). In one way, this is an
advantage of the approach in that it is sensitive to visual speech
processing without having to explicitly define specific visual
speech features. However, it also makes it very difficult to tease
apart the details of those visual speech contributions.
Bearing this in mind, we examined which frequencies optimized reconstruction of the acoustic envelope from the V data
and compared it with those that optimized reconstruction using
the A data (Fig. 3C). Reconstruction accuracy was significantly
higher in the A condition at almost every frequency band ( p ⬍
0.05, t tests, Holm–Bonferroni corrected; Fig. 3D) except at two
distinct spectral regions that, interestingly, corresponded to the
two peaks in multisensory enhancement (2– 4 Hz: t(20) ⫽ 1.8,
p ⫽ 0.08; 16 –18 Hz: t(20) ⫽ 0.17, p ⫽ 0.87).

F4

Spatiotemporal profile of neuronal multisensory effects
To examine the temporal profile of our neuronal multisensory
effects, we determined the temporal response function for each of
the seven conditions, as well as the sum of the unimodal TRFs
(A⫹V). Figure 4A shows the temporal profile of the TRFs for the
congruent speech conditions at frontal channel Fz (top) and occipital channel Oz (bottom), whereas Figure 4B shows the TRFs
for the incongruent speech conditions at the same channel locations. Comparing AVc with A⫹V as before, we see multisensory
interaction effects in the form of a reduced amplitude over occipital scalp at ⬃140 ms (Oz: t(20) ⫽ 2.9, p ⫽ 0.01; Fig. 4C, top) and
over frontal scalp at ⬃220 ms (Fz: t(20) ⫽ 3.1, p ⫽ 0.006; Fig. 4C,
bottom).
To relate this late neuronal multisensory effect back to
our stimulus reconstruction results, we examined the relative
channel weightings of each of the reconstruction models. The

channel weights represent the amount of information that
each channel provides for reconstruction, i.e., highly informative
channels receive weights of greater magnitude whereas channels
providing little or no information receive weights closer to zero.
However, unlike TRF model parameters, significant nonzero
weights may also be observed at channels where cortical activity is
statistically independent of stimulus tracking; hence, the spatiotemporal distribution of such model weights can be difficult to
interpret in terms of underlying neural generators (Ding and
Simon, 2012; Haufe et al., 2014).
Figure 4D shows the channel weighting for each model averaged
over time lags that correspond to our neuronal multisensory effects
(125–250 ms). Although not necessarily reflective of the underlying
neural generators, the model weights clearly maintain distinct topographic patterns subject to stimulus modality. Channels over left and
right temporal scalp make large contributions to stimulus reconstruction in the A model, whereas channels over occipital scalp are
dominant in the V model. Unsurprisingly, channels over both temporal and occipital scalps make significant contributions in the congruent AV model, whereas only channels over temporal scalp make
significant contributions in the incongruent AV models. This is because the incongruent visual stimuli were not informative of the
acoustic envelope dynamics. The A⫹V model places significant
weight on channels over temporal and occipital scalp, similar to the
AVc model.
Although the AVc and A⫹V models appeared to have similar
channel weightings, their ability to decode the speech envelope
was significantly different. To better visualize the similarity relationships across all eight models, we represented channel weight
dissimilarity in a two-dimensional Euclidean space using nonmetric MDS. Model dissimilarity was examined within two specific time intervals: an early interval (0 –125 ms; Fig. 4E, left), at
which latencies there were no multisensory effects evident in our
TRF measures, and a later interval (125–250 ms; Fig. 4E, right), at
which latencies there were significant multisensory effects evident in the TRFs. Visual inspection of the MDS plot for the earlier
time interval (Fig. 4E, left) suggests that the models were organized into two discrete groupings consisting of audio and nonaudio stimuli. The AVc model is not visually discriminable from
the other audio conditions at this interval, in line with the TRFs.
In the later interval, however (Fig. 4E, right), the AVc model
shows the greatest discriminability relative to the other models,
indicating that it is capturing neuronal contributions from crossmodal interactions that are not well represented in the A⫹V
model, also in agreement with the TRF results.

Discussion
We have demonstrated that when visual speech is congruent with
auditory speech, the cortical representation of the speech envelope is enhanced relative to that predicted by the additive model
criterion. These cross-modal interactions were most prominent
at time scales indicative of syllabic integration (2– 6 Hz). This was
reflected in the neural responses by a suppression in amplitude at
⬃140 and ⬃220 ms, which corresponded with a late shift in the
spatiotemporal profile of our reconstruction models, suggesting
the involvement of neural generators that were not strongly activated during unimodal speech.
AV congruency and envelope tracking
Whereas envelope tracking was enhanced by congruent AV speech,
it was inhibited when the A and V streams were incongruent both
temporally and contextually (Fig. 2B). A possible explanation for this
is that the male speaker’s voice becomes less relevant when the visual
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Figure 4. Spatiotemporal analysis of neuronal multisensory effects. A, Group-average (n ⫽ 21) TRFs for congruent speech conditions at frontal scalp location Fz (top) and occipital scalp location
Oz (bottom). B, TRFs for incongruent speech conditions at the same scalp locations as in A. C, Topographic maps of multisensory interaction effects [AV ⫺ (A ⫹ V)] at ⬃140 ms (top) and ⬃220 ms
(bottom). The black markers indicate channels where the interaction effect was significant across subjects ( p ⬍ 0.05, t tests). D, Group-average (n ⫽ 21) reconstruction models highlighting
differential channel weightings at time lags corresponding to neuronal multisensory effects in C (125–250 ms). E, Visualization of filter weight dissimilarity in a two-dimensional Euclidean space
obtained using nonmetric multidimensional scaling for time lags between 0 –125 ms (left) and 125–250 ms (right). Coloring was applied to highlight discrete groupings based on the 125–250 ms
interval.

stimulus is a female speaker or nature scene; hence, attentional resources dedicated to the auditory stimulus may have been reduced, a
situation that is known to affect speech tracking (Ding and Simon,
2012; O’Sullivan et al., 2015). This notion also fits with the theory
that during conflicting AV presentation such as the McGurk scenario, directing attention toward a particular modality tends to reduce the bias of the unattended modality (Welch and Warren, 1980;
Talsma et al., 2010).
We showed that the enhanced cortical entrainment in the case
of the AVc condition exceeded that predicted by the additive
model (Fig. 2B). This fits with recent views suggesting that visual
speech increases the accuracy with which auditory cortex tracks
the ongoing speech signal, leading to improved speech perception (Schroeder et al., 2008; Peelle and Sommers, 2015). However, our finding contrasts with a recent study (Zion Golumbic et
al., 2013) that did not demonstrate enhanced neural tracking for
single-speaker AV speech (but did for competing speakers).
However, their finding was based on intertrial coherence, an indirect measure of envelope tracking, whereas stimulus reconstruction and TRF estimation are direct measures and, as such,
may be more sensitive to subtle differences in tracking elicited
during single-speaker AV speech. Furthermore, their stimuli
were shorter (⬃10 s) and were repeated more times (40 per condition), meaning that the contribution of the visual stimulus may
have varied based on the ability of participants to predict the
upcoming auditory information.

Indeed, the effects of being able to predict the acoustic information may also be reflected in the study by Zion Golumbic et al.
(2013) of an early enhancement in TRF amplitude at ⬃50 ms (AV
vs A). In contrast, we found that TRF amplitude was reduced at
the later latencies of ⬃140 and ⬃220 ms (AVc vs A⫹V; Fig. 4C),
in line with previous studies that have demonstrated emergent
multisensory interactions in the form of suppressed cortical measures at ⬃120 –190 ms (Besle et al., 2004b) and 160 –220 ms
(Bernstein et al., 2008). In keeping with recent perspectives on
AV speech processing (Peelle and Sommers, 2015), we posit that
this late suppression of cortical activity is reflective of an emergent integration stage that utilizes the relevant visual speech information to constrain the number of possible candidates.
Indeed, this notion that emergent neuronal contributions may be
driving our multisensory effects was also supported by our MDS
analysis of the reconstruction models that revealed differential
AVc versus A⫹V weight patterns only at later time lags (125–250
ms; Fig. 4E, right). It has been suggested (Peelle and Sommers,
2015) that earlier integration effects are likely reflective of increased auditory cortical sensitivity to acoustic information; thus,
we predict that they may be more evident in complementary
modes of AV speech such as speech-in-noise.
AV speech integration at the syllabic time scale
Our data suggest that envelope tracking is enhanced by congruent visual speech at a temporal scale that corresponds to the rate
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of syllables (2– 6 Hz; Fig. 3B). This fits very well with a recent
MEG study by Luo et al. (2010), which used natural, continuous
AV stimuli to demonstrate that the phase of auditory cortex
tracks both auditory and visual stimulus dynamics and that this
cross-modal phase modulation is most prominent in lowfrequency neural information in the delta–theta band (2–7 Hz).
This also fits with recent data that demonstrated a temporal correspondence between facial movements and the speech envelope
in the 2–7 Hz frequency range (Chandrasekaran et al., 2009).
Interestingly, there was no significant difference in the contribution from visual and auditory speech at frequencies where multisensory integration peaked (Fig. 3D). This may suggest that
multisensory integration is enhanced for temporal scales where
neither modality is particularly dominant, or at least where visual
speech provides complementary information.
Future paradigms involving manipulations to the SNR of both
the acoustic signal (e.g., speech-in-noise) and the visual signal
(e.g., use of point light stimuli, dynamic annulus stimuli, and
partially occluded faces) may lead to shifts in the spectral profile
of the multisensory effects (Fig. 3B) and/or the unisensory effects
(Fig. 3D), allowing firmer conclusions to be drawn. This endeavor might be aided further by extending the framework to
reduce the reliance on the acoustic envelope by directly incorporating information about phonemes and visemes as has been
done recently for unimodal auditory speech (Di Liberto et al.,
2015). In addition, using other approaches to quantify AV correlations such as those based on mutual information models (Nock
et al., 2002) and hidden Markov models (Rabiner, 1989) may
provide important complementary insights.
Temporal coherence as a theoretical framework for
AV integration
It has been suggested that the integration of auditory and visual
speech could be driven by the temporal coherence of cross-modal
information (Zion Golumbic et al., 2013). Computational and
theoretical perspectives on stream segregation suggest that multifeature auditory sources are segregated into perceptual objects
based on the temporal coherence of the neuronal responses to the
various acoustic features (Elhilali et al., 2009; Shamma et al.,
2011; Ding and Simon, 2012). Recently, Ding et al. (2014) demonstrated that cortical entrainment to the speech envelope does
not reflect encoding of the envelope per se, as it relies on the
spectrotemporal fine structure of speech. They suggest that it may
instead index an analysis-by-synthesis mechanism, whereby
spectrotemporal features that are correlated with the envelope
are encoded during the synthesis phase (for review, see Ding and
Simon, 2014). In keeping with previous work espousing a correlated mode of AV speech (Campbell, 2008), we postulate that
visual speech features, being correlated with the envelope, results
in the visual signal being bound to the auditory features to form a
multisensory object.
Brain regions and neural mechanisms in AV integration
In terms of what specific neural populations might facilitate the
binding of temporally coherent visual and auditory speech, one
candidate region is the superior temporal sulcus, which has previously been linked with multisensory object formation (Calvert
and Campbell, 2003; Beauchamp et al., 2004; Kayser and Logothetis, 2009). Indeed, recent research has shown evidence for
neural computations in this area that underpin auditory figureground segregation using stimuli that display periods of temporal
coherence across multiple frequency channels (Teki et al., 2011).
That said, that our results may derive from emergent activity
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during AV speech could suggest a role for the supramarginal and
angular gyrus (Bernstein et al., 2008), although that previous
study found these effects only in the left hemisphere. Of course, in
addition to such putatively multisensory regions, it remains a
possibility that information pertaining to the timing of crossmodal stimuli could be projected to classic sensory-specific regions in a thalamocortical feedforward manner or laterally from
other sensory-specific regions (Besle et al., 2008; Schroeder et al.,
2008; Arnal et al., 2009). The latency of our multisensory effects
may make this explanation less likely however, at least in the
context of a correlated mode of AV speech.
A possible neural mechanism recently proposed also relates to
the correlation between the speech envelope and visual motion.
This theory suggests that anticipatory visual motion could produce phasic variations in visual cortical activity that are relayed to
auditory cortex and that correlate with the amplitude envelope of
the subsequent auditory speech. This notion fits with MEG work,
which has demonstrated that the phase of oscillations in auditory
cortex tracks the temporal structure of continuous visual speech
(Luo et al., 2010), and fMRI work, which has demonstrated that
the source of the visual facilitation of speech arises from motionsensitive cortex (Arnal et al., 2009). Another suggestion for how
visual speech may impact auditory speech processing is that this
interaction may be driven by relatively discrete visual landmarks
(e.g., the onset of facial articulatory movements) that may elicit a
phase-reset of ongoing low-frequency oscillations in auditory
cortex, such that the arrival of the corresponding auditory syllable coincides with a high excitability phase of the auditory neuronal population (Kayser et al., 2008; Schroeder et al., 2008). The
efficacy of such a mechanism in the context of continuous speech
seems like it would necessitate prior knowledge about incoming
information at the phonetic level. This process could in part be
mediated by preceding visual cues that could continually update
auditory cortex before the arrival of such information.
An analysis-by-synthesis perspective of visual speech
We demonstrated that it was possible to reconstruct an estimate
of the acoustic envelope from visual speech data with accuracy
well above chance level (Fig. 2B). Although the acoustic envelope
was not explicitly encoded in the neural data during visual
speech, it may still be inferred if some correlated feature of the
visual speech was encoded (Mesgarani et al., 2009), as discussed
above. One possible explanation is that instantaneous measures
of motion during visual speech are highly correlated with the
amplitude of the acoustic envelope (Chandrasekaran et al., 2009).
However, in keeping with an analysis-by-synthesis framework,
Crosse et al. (2015) suggested that this occipital activity may, in
fact, reflect the processing of higher-level visual speech features in
visual cortex in addition to just motion tracking. It has been
demonstrated that every level of speech structure can be perceived visually, thus suggesting that there are visual modalityspecific representations of speech in visual brain areas and not
just in auditory brain areas (for review, see Bernstein and Liebenthal, 2014). Furthermore, we observed a strong correlation between behavior and envelop tracking in the visual speech data
(Fig. 2C), similar to that recently demonstrated in auditory
speech-in-noise (Ding and Simon, 2013). As such, we tentatively
posit that lipreading accuracy is reflected in the neural tracking of
the envelope and that this tracking process includes the synthesis
of visual speech tokens in visual-specific brain regions. Whereas
we have outlined above the challenges associated with using stimulus reconstruction to tease this issue apart, the use of different
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paradigms, such as those mentioned above, within our framework may yet prove enlightening.
Summary and conclusions
We have established a framework for investigating multisensory
integration in the context of natural, continuous speech. This
naturalistic approach may prove useful in research with clinical
populations in which altered multisensory (AV) processing has
been reported, e.g., dyslexia (Hairston et al., 2005), autism
(Brandwein et al., 2013), and schizophrenia (Ross et al., 2007b;
Stekelenburg et al., 2013). Although it will certainly require
methods complementary to electroencephalography to determine the details of the neural mechanisms underlying AV speech
integration, we suggest that the effects reported here are mediated
by the temporal coherence of congruent AV speech at the syllabic
time scale as part of an analysis-by-synthesis process (Ding and
Simon, 2014). Future work examining this using a speech-innoise paradigm should prove more informative given the wellestablished benefits of multisensory speech in adverse hearing
conditions (Sumby and Pollack, 1954; Ross et al., 2007a).
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